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“Bringing History to Life”……….may be very 
easy to say but is much harder to realize. 
 
The Southern Ontario Locomotive Restoration 
Society (SOLRS) took on this challenge when 
they were formed in 1986 with their first 
project, the restoration of Essex Terminal 
Railway 0-6-0 steam engine No. 9. 
SOLRS and its members succeeded and No. 
9 was steamed up and ran in 1997, the first 
time since its retirement in 1963. 

 
Passenger cars and equipment were added 
as funds allowed and the little train grew. 
Here we see No. 9 proudly running on its trip 
to Windows to celebrate the 100 anniversary 
of the Essex Terminal Railway. 

 
 

SOLRS steamed No.9 up on many other 
occasions in St. Thomas and trips to 
Shedden and Ridgetown attracted many 
followers. 
 
Their most ambitious project was a 23 day 
Heritage Tour that included, Stratford, 
Goderich, Guelph and Kitchener Waterloo. 
 
The Town of Goderich brought out the high 
school marching band and presented them 
with the city flag. Similar greetings met them 
everywhere. The looks on children’s faces to 
see a live steam engine were precious and 
one of the reason SOLRS kept doing 
everything it could to keep the history of 
steam alive. 
 
Here we see No 9 in Stratford on the Heritage 
Tour Sept. 2003. 

 
SOLRS continued to purchase equipment 
and restore other pieces of equipment 
including 0-4-0 tank engine 124 and is 
restoring it to operating condition. 
 

 
 



Nothing remains constant and the winds of 
change were now blowing through St. 
Thomas. It looked as the rails would be lifted 
that allowed access to the outside world. 
SOLRS did not want to be land locked so a 
decision was made to move to Waterloo in 
2007.  
 
Here we see No. 9 in this great shot by Larry 
Broadbent looking like a photo out of the 40’s 
heading to London 

 
Used with permission by Larry Broadbent 
 

This was not done without regrets as St. 
Thomas was their home and a lot of 
dedicated volunteers might not be able to 
follow. Over the next couple of years and with 
the support of the Village of St Jacobs and 
the City of Waterloo, the Waterloo Central 
Railway (WCR) was formed. New volunteers 
came forward and wanted to be part of this 
new tourist train operation. Much hard work 
was ahead but the new railway would not give 
up and rider ship grew every year. 

 

The little train was starting to make a name 
for itself when No. 9 developed some 
mechanical problems and had to be replaced 
with a diesel engine. The steam engine was 
the Waterloo Central Railway’s main draw 
and could it survive without the steam 
engine? 
 
Again the volunteers of SOLRS met the 
challenge and came up with new trains to 
attract customers. The Teddy Bear, 
Halloween, Dinner Murder Mystery and other 
trains were created and people came to ride 
the train. 
 

 
 
Now the problem was how can we get No. 9 
fixed with any place to work on it? The need 
of a proper service facility and shop was now 
the number one priority if the WCR was to 
survive and No. 9 was to be repaired. The 
Board of Directors agreed and a location and 
funding had to be found to move the project 
forward. Government grants, private funding 
and revenue from the train’s operation 
allowed the dream to become a reality. 
 
Over the next couple of years, land was 
leased, funding was found and the project 
grew from a lot full of broken appliances and 
weeds to a service facility and shop that 
everyone involved can be proud. Many hours 
of had work laying track, moving equipment, 
painting fixing and cleaning lay ahead but 
they were all met with dedicated volunteers 
who without this project would have never 
succeeded. 



The Village of St Jacob and the City of 
Waterloo realize the importance of the train 
and the dollars it bring to the area and are 
partners in its success. 
 
Thursday was their day to show off to 
everyone who said it could not be done that 
they were wrong. The facility will now allow 
No. 9 to be repaired and running next year as 
well as maintenance of all their equipment. 
 
The event was well attended with many 
dignitaries in attendance including Hon. Gary 
Goodyear, Harold Albrecht MP and Peter 
Braid MP seen here in front of No. 9 
. 

 
Also in attendance was City of Waterloo 
Councilor Angela Vieth seen here with Don 
Broadbear and Roy Broadbear, SOLRS 
Directors. 
 

 
A special train was provided by the Waterloo 
Central Railway to transport their guests from 
the Waterloo Station to the facility in St 
Jacobs where a tour of the new facility was 
provided. Here we see the train powered by 
WCR 1556 and a look at the wonderful 
observation car. 

 
 

 
 
 I think everyone on seeing the shop for the 
first time was amazed at what had been 
accomplished by SOLRS and their members. 
Here we see the shop and invited quests 
touring the building.  
 

 
 

 
No. 9 and No. 124 are now safely stored 
inside the shop and work can begin right 
away to get No. 9 ready for its steam 
inspection and a busy season in 2011. 
 



 
 

 
 
 A job well done by everyone involved. 
 
I hope you will show your support by riding 
the train or making a donation to SOLRS so 
they can keep “Bringing History to Life” 
 
I would like to thank Kevin Street, Don and 
Roy Broadbear as well as all the directors and 
volunteers of SOLRS and the WCR for their 
hospitality and providing such an enjoyable 
day. 
  
The future looks bright for this train and this 
organization. 

 
Used with permission by Larry Broadbent 

 

Visit their web page 
http://www.steam-train.org/  
for details of trains and schedules. 
 
 
Southern Ontario Locomotive Society 
P O Box 40060 
Waterloo Town Square 
Waterloo Ontario Canada 
N4J 2V1 
Email info@steam-train.org 
 

Customer Service & 
Train Tickets 519 885-2297 
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